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Security Education Conference Toronto Announces 2017 Speaker Lineup 

TORONTO, September 26, 2017 – The team behind Security Education Conference Toronto (SecTor) is 
excited to announce this year’s conference lineup.  

Keynote speakers David Shrier (MIT), Allison Miller (Google), Bruce Schneier (IBM Resilient) and Colleen 
Merchant (Government of Canada) headline SecTor 2017. 

Supporting the keynotes will be a host of local and international experts discussing the latest threats, 
trends and research through a variety of technical, management, fundamental and sponsored sessions. 
A list of this year’s speakers and their sessions can be found at SecTor.ca/Speakers. 

• WHAT: Security Education Conference Toronto (SecTor) 
• WHEN: November 14-15, 2017 
• WHERE: Metro Toronto Convention Centre (MTCC), South Building 

 
“Each year we strive to bring the speakers with sessions that are important to the Canadian IT 
community,” SecTor director and co-founder Brian Bourne said.  

“That includes a balance of offence and defence information so attendees can learn the latest on 
everything from IoT and malware to how security is changing with the new approaches to development 
and cloud technologies.” 

Canada’s premier IT Security Conference also offers additional training opportunities with pre-
conference day activities and boasts the nations largest IT security vendor expo. 

“SecTor has always been about bringing the IT security community together and helping it flourish,” Mr. 
Bourne said. 

“We try and do that by bringing that balance of information and presenting it through different tracks, 
offering pre-conference activities for additional learning opportunities, and then there’s the expo hall, 
where attendees engage with and learn from representatives from leading security organizations.” 

Attendees can register at SecTor.ca/register. 
 
ENDS 
 
ABOUT SECTOR 
SecTor brings the world's brightest (and darkest) minds together to identify, discuss, dissect and debate 
the latest digital threats facing corporations today. Brought to Toronto by Black Arts Illuminated Inc., 
and unique to central Canada, SecTor provides an unmatched opportunity for IT professionals to 
collaborate with their peers and learn from their mentors. More information is available at SecTor.ca. 
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